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Abstract
Reflection of an obliquely incident solitary wave along a vertical wall may create the formation of the Mach stem. The previous laboratory and numerical experiments failed to validate the Mach reflection phenomenon predicted by Miles [1]. Here we show that the discrepancy is primarily originated from the assumption of small incident wave angle. Expressing the incident solitary wave with the quasi-two-dimensional Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) theory, Miles’s theory can be extended to the higher-order correction for the incident wave angle. With this revision, the laboratory
and numerical results are now found to be in better agreement with the theory. Our results demonstrate that the evolution of stem-wave amplification is in good agreement with the numerical prediction of the KP theory. The asymptotic characteristics are also in agreement with Miles’s theory except those in the neighborhood of the transition between the Mach reflection and the regular reflection. Theoretically predicted maximum four-fold amplification of the stem wave cannot be realized in the experiments: the measured amplification is 2.9 instead. The maximum amplification factor at the wall has significant engineering consequences in designing coastal structures. The present study is the first to sensibly analyze validation of the theory. In addition, the KP solutions for interacting two line-solitons will be discussed and compared with our laboratory data.
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